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Resumé: L’ouvrage met en oeuvre quelques dissociations conceptuelles à commencer par
celle entre légitimité et légalité. En réaction compensatrice à la vision sociologique
(d’inspiration weberienne et développée par Bourdieu), l’auteur propose les concepts de
légintimité (sic) et de légintimation. La légitimité intime diffère de la légitimité sociale par
cela qu’elle ne prétend pas à et ne vise pas une reconnaissance extérieure. Ce qui ne veut pas
dire qu’elle ignore l’existence de l’Autre. Simplement; elle n’attend pas à en être reconnue.
Bien qu’intérieurement engendrée, elle est constamment à la recherche d’une manière de vivre
ensemble. Résultat de potentialités propres et d’un accord avec soi-même acquis à la lumière
de principes moraux, la légitimité intime n’est pas à confondre avec le subjectivisme arbitraire,
avec l’amour propre et encore moins avec l’autosatisfaction.
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I. Legality and Legitimacy

The issue of legitimacy in literature and culture is a rather recent endeavour if not to say
it is merely in the process of being codified. While it is true to say that Pierre Bourdieu
addressed this matter as early as the seventies, he only went as far as to define aesthetic
legitimacy from a sociological perspective. Moreover, apart from sociology and political
science, up until a few years ago, there has been no express concern with legitimacy.

Most treatises on ethics hardly deal with this issue and fail to define it. It does not even
occur in Alasdair MacIntyre’s famous indictment of modernity (After Virtue, 1981) where it
is explained inter alia “why the Enlightenment project of legitimising modernity had to fail”.
As regards dictionaries – unless highly specialised – they tend to offer mostly similar definitions
on legitimacy and legality.

The term legitimacy seems to be free°flowing, unfettered by conceptual codifications. With
the exception of sociology, where the Weberian methodology has put a stranglehold on the
whole debate, we can assert that almost every author understands something different by it.
Notwithstanding this conceptual pulverisation, the important thing concerns its extension to
other areas and fields, and the consequent possibility of its going beyond its narrow
socio°political interpretation. In this respect, there is a need for an interdisciplinary debate,
and coherence, not to say a conceptual homogenisation.
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At the risk of “discovering” well°known things, I will nevertheless attempt to undertake
an approximation of the concept by digressing on its etymology to imbue it with a heuristic
and constructive rather then a deconstructive meaning.

The Latin origin of the term is self°evident, with its etymon resting with the word lex (law).
The Greek word for law – nomos (meaning fair sharing, obligation and law) – has no such
counterpart in modern languages (but for Koine, or else Neogreek). In Latin, lex is its
counterpart – a signifier indicating choice rather than merely partition and equity: “[…] nos
delectus vim in lege ponimus”, writes Cicero in his On the Laws, underlining the superiority
of Latin over Greek jurisprudence.

The Romans engraved their laws in stone and bronze, forced their citizens to learn them
by rote and even wanted to believe that their Emperor was not only their warrantor but also
their keeper within his own body. The Emperor incorporated the law as the “living law”, lex
animata. Later on, medieval scholars described the Emperor as preserving “all the archives
in his chest.”1

It is fair to assume that this human dimension introduced into legal semantics may have
led to the rise of the terms legitimatus and legitimus, in Medieval Latin, and that it designated
something established by law as well as something being allowed, agreed upon, suitable and
convenient. Legitimum est meant it is fair, it is right.

There subsequently develops the idea of adequacy which seems to have had a crucial
bearing on distinguishing between what is legal and what is legitimate. A king inheriting his
father’s throne is a legitimate king rather than a legal one; a child born in wedlock is legitimate,
not legal. Yet, gradually, the term legitimate takes over the semantic field of adherence to,
and vital and human support of the law, whereas the term legal goes on to follow its rather
neutral, impersonal and administrative trajectory.

The concept of legitimacy comprises no given law, nor even any body of laws; the idea
of law stays inscribed in the concept of legitimacy. Both concepts are involved in the mental
record of action, yet they are so in different ways. In my view, the relationship holding between
the operational mode of laws and that of legitimacy is the relationship between shaping and
modulating. Legitimacy modulates legality.

Legality presupposes explicit rules, maximum rigour and binary predicates: good versus
evil, good practices vs. bad practices, legal vs. illegal (at the well°known risk at the level pf
praxis, too, of implying that whatever is not illegal is legal, and that whatever is not forbidden
is allowed). Which does not apply in the case of legitimacy: whatever is not illegitimate is not
necessarily legitimate.

Legality looks for the generality of facts, it is always placed in generality and requires of
its agents to submit, at all times, the diversity of peculiarities, of “cases” and “species” to some
general benchmarks. We could even assert that legality works with the genus, whereas
legitimacy does with the differentia.

Adequacy and relevance, rather than correctness and rigour prevail in legitimacy. One is
faced here with issues of measurement, degree and interaction between general frameworks
and particular cases. Whereas legality can be shaped, there can be no models with regard to
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legitimacy; every time it gets personified in a different way hence, its model is none other than
a virtual one.

Legitimacy is more contextual than legality is. The law requires impersonal, non°dif-
ferentiated application; legitimacy is defined from within phenomena and their fluctuating
relations established between themselves and the individuals taking part in them. Legitimacy
itself is always privy to a contextual implication which the law must overcome.

In legal frameworks, circumstances surrounding a particular deviance (crime) may have
aggravating or mitigating circumstances which may influence the application of the law
accordingly, yet, it cannot change the final verdict. Circumstances count for more, they hold
a more telling influence with regard to legitimacy, and can lead to its potential annulment should
circumstances change. (It may now be appropriate for me to highlight the fact that the features
which I attach to legality and to legitimacy respectively hold water inside this dissociative
rapport. I do not hold, for instance, that the law does not apply differentially, nor do I suggest
that legitimacy shies away from rigour).

Legitimacy and legality may, at times, contradict one another. In totalitarian regimes, this
contradiction is rather common. Here, legislative power – which can be mistaken for any other
state power, equally subservient to political diktats – is mindful that every single one of its
laws “sounds fine”, regardless of the fact that many are wrongly applied. This notwithstanding
a lot of legal dispositions passed on to our present day seeming – as they did back then – to
be lacking legitimacy. Let us consider, for instance, the disbandment in 1948, by law, of the
Uniate Church of Romania and its forceful integration into the Orthodox Church. Or, consider
no few deportations to the Soviet Gulag, whose legality had been motivated by the fight against
the “class enemies”.

The examples offered here can be multiplied with great ease as totalitarianism produces
ongoing if latent conflict between what is legitimate and what is legal. This conflict is then
conserved through generalised terror. The rapports between the two are altered and
sometimes, the illegal becomes legitimate or is felt as legitimate. This is the case of night time
harvesting by collective farmers for personal or family reasons, given that their legal earnings
could not make for decent living. In time, this became not only a current practice, but a
legitimate one, too. Unlike this, totalitarian terror induced a number of deviant legitimating
practices. Faced with the threat of imprisonment and the subsequent ban on publications, and
with the assumption that the communist regime seemed to have acquired unbreakable
permanence, the censorship law made self°censorship appear as a legitimate practice to both
writers and journalists.

Even outside totalitarian frameworks the law holds a telling ability to influence the modes
in which people perceive legitimacy. The impact that certain laws have, over time, on peoples’
mentality is rather well°known. Equally so is the close rapport between their mentalities and
legitimacy: outlawing children abuse or criminalising anti°Semitism will undoubtedly have
quick effects in terms of these issues’ legitimacy.

On the other hand, there are still enough unsettled cases and issues, e.g. the wearing of the
veil by Muslim women resident in West countries or the practice of underage (sometimes as
young as twelve!) marriage for Roma girls. In these instances, legitimating traditions conflict
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with the homogenising modern legislation. This conflict can only be solved from and via a
cultural perspective.

The existence of such contradictions and conflicts should not lead us to neglecting the
rapports of complementary efficiency established, between legitimacy and legality in the social
sphere. Legitimacy may at times supplement current legislative gaps, as new and beneficial
law can subsequently identify in their force a fairly considerable legitimating capacity.

Undoubtedly, legitimacy is circumscribed by a “weaker” formal register as compared to
legality which is, on the one hand, a rather “hard” and rigid concept while also being unyielding
and intractable. On the other hand, the former presupposes assuming, as well as internalising
the law in question; it is a case whereby the law is being lived actively, incorporated not as
a Procrustean limitation but as one which is profoundly appropriated and thus becomes intimate.
Whereas the law holds a dominant outer position, presented as an exercise of power producing
both order and imperative obligations whilst, at the same time, incurring sanctions whenever
these obligations are transgressed, legitimacy is a type of non°coercive and non°punitive
legality, synonymous with the acknowledgement of a set of principles and values and also,
an acknowledgement of the individuals personifying such principles and values. 

A suitable analogy accentuating the difference between legitimacy and legality rests with
the German conceptual pairing of the Körper (a functioning organ) and the Leib (a primordial
body, the determining element of my self, imbued with immanent transcendence potentiality) –
both of whom share a common genealogy yet without this constituting a necessary cause for
their confusion. The former designates the structural, static and inertial dimensions of
corporality, whereas the latter designates the relationship between the body and the living (Leib
< Leben) as well as the relationship between body and the senses, a particular type of tenderness
even. The body is solid, physical, material and rigid – as any body of laws ought to be – whereas
the flesh is keenly alive, organic and sensitive – as it is reactive rather than inert.

Legitimacy and legality entertain different types of rapports with human conscience: the
latter demands and imposes respect, as well as an unconditional hierarchical submission to a
set of prescriptions. Although these prescriptions are conceived so as to appear rational and
reasonable, they are nevertheless perceived, in modern times, as being external and
implacable. In some way or another, legitimacy presupposes both acknowledging as well as
adopting the law in on empathetic manner. Legitimacy is therefore negotiable in more ways
than one, something which cannot possibly be imagined with regard to the law. “The law is
not for bargain“, goes a Romanian saying.

Whereas legality takes no exception to sentiments outside exceptional circumstances,
legitimacy unreservedly annexes this affectivity field allowing its measurement according to
the field’s own benchmarks. Finally, if legality needs to steer clear from the influences of
personal charm and charisma, their effects are banked upon to their greatest extent in the case
of legitimacy. 

The spheres of these two concepts partially overlap, yet legitimacy has the larger sphere
of the two. The aim of legality is to create justice and order. The need for precision produces
limitations whose effect ensures its efficiency. Legitimacy appears to be but an extension of
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legality in areas where the latter’s exactness would seem out of place, e.g. scientific or artistic
activities, or, in a special sense, politics. Morality constitutes their common ground
notwithstanding the fact that legitimacy benchmarks are, on the one hand, vaguer yet, they
are also finer than those provided by legality. There follows an only apparent paradox and a
more careful look at the trial of Socrates as related and commented upon by Plato, Xenophon
and Hegel (to recall only the classics) could, in my opinion, lead, to substantiating this
difference.

The fact though remains that, regardless of its manifestations and definitions, legitimacy
is ever so hard to conceive outside morality. In the final analysis, their consubstantiality evades
power relations, contrary to what most researchers think, taking their cue from Weber and
Bourdieu. This is not to say however, that the rapports between legitimacy and morality 
are by any means straightforward. It is enough to consider the fields of politics or the arts, for
that matter.

While laws can be good, i.e. just or unjust, we cannot possibly speak of a just, unjust
legitimacy. Conversely, legitimacy can be either authentic or false. Authentic legitimacy
presupposes a type of moral and social engagement, trust in the community and its cohesive
forces (otherwise, where could acknowledgement possibly derive from?), and mobilization
for the common good beyond what any individual and/or his or her peers might perceive to
serve their interests. True legitimacy declines selfish calculations and cold reasoning behind
the lust for success at any cost. It is but the result of trust in a set of (noble) ideals and their
internalisation.

Consequently, on the one hand stand normative obligations and punitive effects, i.e. the
must regime, and its subsequent must do°statements; on the other, there is a certain freedom
of choice, an unwinding of sorts without this turning to laxity or even becoming lackadaisical.
Must is replaced here by ought to or ought not to, according to which the legitimacy concept
is made up of ought to°statements. Strict legality is replaced by the discreet, non°ostentatious
benevolent acquiescence to a set of general principles concerning the good, the truth and
common sense. Legality is objectified via a corpus of norms and sanctions, while legality resides
in a given set of intellectual and moral qualities and properties etc.

These properties exist as much even, if not independently of the subject or the social
environment’s attitude towards them and even if they in themselves do not have causal power
as laws do. It follows that legitimacy does exist and is not merely a projection of the ego or
of the others. The same thing that has been said about morality can be said about legitimacy,
i.e. that it is “evaluative, non°causal and supervenient on natural properties”2.

II. Legitimacy and Acknowledgement. Legitimacies Unacknowledged in Due Time

It follows from here that, up to this particular point in my argument, my approach has been
formulated from the subject’s perspective, i.e. from both that of the legitimate subject and that
of legitimacy as the subject. In other words, I have attempted to circumscribe a sphere of
legitimacy within which one can gauge its raison d’être. I felt the need for this type of approach
as a balancing reaction to prevailing sociological and political theories according to which
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legitimacy is considered exclusively from the receptor’s stance. From Weber to Bourdieu, and
from Habermas up to, and including the latest research in the field the scope of the enquiry
has focused not so much on the issue of legitimacy as much, but towards the reactions it
generates or, better say, towards its very acknowledgement. There cannot be any shadow of
a doubt about the way in which these analyses have been oriented so as to clarify the complex
mechanisms setting modern society in motion. There remains however something which cannot
be denied: the existence of a grey area in the legitimacy problematic which researchers fail
to cover or even acknowledge. They ignore it to the point where today one cannot consider
legitimacy other than from a power relations perspective or from a domination standpoint. 

Could there be no legitimacy other than one whose stake is not domination? Could there
be more to its design than merely validating power, whichever its nature might prove to be
outside political power? Legitimacy exists, for it manifests itself in other spheres outside
politics, as contemporary artistic and cultural forms attest. The problem still lingering is that
the debates triggered (around legitimacy, of course) invariably remain tightly linked to the
socio°political model..

There is almost exclusive insistence on the “belief in legitimacy”, i.e. on the attitude adopted
by a public audience. This audience’s reaction cannot obviously be ignored, yet, the existence
of legitimacy must take precedent regardless of any approach to the matter. Legitimacy has
to exist and manifest itself under given circumstances for it to be tested, validated and
acknowledged as such.

Yet, as public acknowledgement has come to pass for its sole objective proof, its very
definition has come to be exclusively dependent on this acknowledgement. As can be seen,
here is a phenomenon defined not directly but rather indirectly, according to its consequences.
The lack of consequences entailed by certain attitudes, opinions or (public) positions does not
annul their existence. To say nothing of such manifestations possibly entailing negative
consequences, or triggering rejection, refusal etc.

To avoid potentially groundless objections, an important point needs to be made here. 
I consider legitimacy as implying a sum of qualities and competences. Yet, natural qualities,
like competences, matter little by themselves, unless engaged in the dynamic of a specific type
of behaviour or social environment. Legitimacy is but a constellation of qualities, competences
and ideas, activated in a given context, an answer to a certain type of social chronotrope. There
is no legitimacy per se. The behaviour of any one person, mobilising an equal sum of qualities
and supporting the same ideas may be legitimate in a given context and illegitimate in a different
one to this. Personal ideas and competences are confronted by the requirements of a particular
activity at a given moment in time, or a given place of work, the expectations of the majority
or the interests of a power that be. “The right person in the right place” goes the saying to which
we might add “… at the right time”, in order that we may get o definition of legitimacy from
a socio°historical perspective, that is considered as the role assumed in a society’s economy
at some given moment in its evolution.

Consequently, as far as I am concerned, I do not challenge the importance of acknowledging
legitimacy, nor do I challenge the fact that this acknowledgment is conditioned by it being
adequate to a given social context or according to the measure in which it fulfils a social
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(political, economic, professional, moral or aesthetic) function. Yet, I cannot consider legitimacy
solely through its effects, i.e. according to the assertion (or presupposition) that unless it is
acknowledged it simply does not exist. In my opinion, the legitimating act rests not so much
in awarding legitimacy than in self°legitimation, i.e. in a subject adopting an adequate position
in a given social context.

What happens though if legitimacy is not acknowledged as such? What happens when a
legitimate stance (be it political or professional) does not correspond to the interests of the
political or the bureaucratic agents of power? When a revolutionary scientific theory is rejected
as being invalid, or when a seminal novel is refused publication, or when a competent and
correct bureaucrat is marginalised instead of being promoted? There is hardly any need for
examples here: they are acutely present in everyone’s memory or life experience. (We are not
talking about social injustice here; this is a matter specifically related to legitimacy).

It is hardly certain that a reforming long°term economic programme, holding important
long°term benefits in exchange for temporary material sacrifices from its beneficiaries will
be acknowledged as a legitimate programme. The same can be said about the chances a
politician promoting this programme has in getting it past the ballot box. 

Can the cases considered above be seen as examples of illegitimate practices? Can it be
that the differences of opinion or the trends prevailing at some given moment in time or even
the power games surrounding these issues may be seen as instances for withdrawing their
legitimacy? Does failing to recognise a fleeting legitimacy probe the absence of legitimacy
per se? Or, is this but a momentary failure to recognise their legitimacy?

Suppose we were to ask the question from the opposite direction: how can we prove 
the existence of legitimacy other than by awarding it fleeting recognition? Luckily, this is not
merely a rhetorical question; the answer is as follows: by subsequent, post°festum
acknowledgment.

History registers no few cases of legitimacy which were not instantly acknowledged as such,
i.e. at the time of their happening, but only much later, or too late. Take, for instance, those
intellectuals who were warning in the 30s against totalitarian – mostly fascist and, sometimes,
communist – threats endangering their societies. Their positions were, without a shadow of
a doubt, legitimate despite these going unrecognised as such by the public opinion and by those
who were in charge, at the time. Here is legitimacy which we recognise not only retrospectively
but retroactively, too. Those positions were legitimate even then, though inopportune at the
time of their utterance.

This is the weak link in the sociological approach. For its adepts, this legitimacy simply
does not exist, as long as it was not recognised as such at that particular moment in history
and it had no use to those who were in power. In their view, there cannot be other legitimacy
than the one serving the powers°to°be.

Yet (authentic, I’m inclined to add), legitimacy manifests itself mostly against those in
power, as it is manifested against the ignorant majorities, easily seduced or bought at a discounted
price. The condition of being adequate with respect to a given context needs to be amended
accordingly. There are types of legitimacy waiting for the right context to acknowledge them.
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(And, in a rather devious yet underlying way, they provoke it and prepare their eventual
acknowledgement.)

This décalée, delayed and often posthumous, legitimacy draws our attention to a
somewhat symmetrical phenomenon revealed by the passing of time – temporal distance.
Alongside post°festum types of legitimacy, there are a number of legitimacies which ask for
their withdrawal, for being refused post°festum. If Hitler’s regime enjoyed its moment of
legitimacy, since it had been validated through democratic elections, we can rightly ask
ourselves if Nazi ideology was ever – could have ever been – legitimate. This last question
is evidently rhetorical.

III. Legintimacy, Legintimation

I have said that there is no legitimacy as such. Likewise, there are no legitimate persons
under any circumstances. However, the role played by the person, when it comes to ascertaining
legitimacy, is decisive. Before the law, all humans are equal. Not before legitimacy, though.
What matters here is not only their behaviour at the time of their unravelling but also their
views on life, their general behaviour, personal history, as well as the consistency of their mettle.
Doings and wordings hic et nunc gain weight and significance, according to the consistency
and coherence shown throughout an entire life. The same opinion “sounds” fine, convincing
even, legitimate in someone’s utterance and false in someone else’s. “Non idem est, si duo
dicunt idem” says the Latin dictum. Can there ever be justification for a corrupt politician to
talk about “the fight against corruption”? Or, how much legitimacy can there be, for instance,
when some communist apparatchik or some profiteering beneficiary of the communist regime
condemns communism?

Personal legitimacy brings the case close to what is ignored or considered irrelevant by
almost every socio°political theory: the existence of some intimate legitimacy. As its
etymology indicates, this is a private type of legitimacy, one that is internalised (intus ‘within’;
intimus, its superlative) and the result of a set of profound beliefs, much more implicit than
they are explicit, passed on mostly as an intimation rather than being made available to the
general public. We are dealing here with assimilating and tacitly taking upon oneself a certain
set of moral principles, an unflinching moral conduct, lacking the opportunistic behaviour
presupposed by social legitimacies, those very ones that have already gained social
recognition. It is clear that “opportunism” is a stronger term to denote the preoccupation to
adapt to certain contexts, moulding itself alongside its dominant tendencies without which –
according to the socio°political vision – there cannot be any legitimacy.

Still, the fallacy of this view is that it risks reducing legitimacy to a useful instrument for
acceding to the corridors of power or of staying in power. Starting from the respectable scientific
argument of the need to gain an objective insight into things, we reach the stage where
legitimacy becomes the object of an instrumental endeavour.

Removing the subject, I mean the legitimate subject, from the debate and focusing
exclusively on its reception, does not help to strengthen the legitimacy concept; on the contrary,
it weakens it to the point of fragility. Not only do these open the way to increasing relativity,
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they actually deprive legitimacy of its own content: good faith, common sense, honesty,
consistency with itself, searching for the common good – to sum it all up, morality3.

As long as legitimacy is, in the sociological vision inspired by Weber and furthered by
Bourdieu, but a set of manipulating capabilities or a number of well°hidden strategies to achieve
domination, it becomes clear that we are dealing here with a type of deformed, corrupt and
deviant legitimacy4.

In response to a representation of this type and as a means to counterbalance it somehow,
I offer the concept of legintimacy. Intimate legitimacy differs from social legitimacy by not
pretending and not intending to gain any outer recognition. Actualising its own potentialities,
it is the result of reaching a settlement with its own self, established in light of certain moral
principles – a settlement which ought not be confused either with self°esteem or with
complacency.

Intimate legitimacy takes notice of the Other, it considers the Other’s existence without
awaiting anything in return. This is by no means indifference or contempt for other people,
nor is it isolation in arbitrary subjectivism. Though generated from one’s inner self, it constantly
aims at a way of living together.

The autonomy of this legintimacy is directly linked to the autonomy enjoyed by the person
itself. It does not mean to say self°sufficiency while its greater stability (vis°à°vis social
legitimacy) derives from taking a certain distance from the political fights of the day and the
cacophony of politics. Nor should it be seen as an exit from historical time. Intimate legitimacy
does not exist by itself and without being influenced by the evolution of mentalities, the circuit
of ideas and pressures exerted by the social context.

I have defined legintimacy by contrasting it to social legitimacy in order to distinguish its
special status. Yet, I fail to believe that the actions of these two types of legitimacy ought to
be conceived in opposition to each other. As far as I am concerned, I consider that intimate
legitimacy ought to precede and caution social legitimacy, to serve as its authentication. In
other words, the qualities and the competences banked upon should be made subaltern to a
set of goals able to go beyond selfish interest, and side°taking should represent profound
personal beliefs, not just mere posturing, and electoral facades. 

Having reached this point, I am somehow embarrassed by the naiveté encompassed in these
assertions and can only imagine the ironic reaction to them meted by the professional
sociologist. What guarantees could we seek for someone’s honesty and altruism? In short, how
can we prove the existence of this intimate legitimacy?

I am taking the risk of asserting that such a type of legitimacy can actually be proved –
and it does prove itself – in time, throughout a period is longer than an electoral cycle, over
a lifetime. Speaking from the sociologist’s, and especially the political theorist’s point of view,
this may carry little if any relevance at all. Considering it from a historical perspective, the
possibility of such an exam does have an attesting role.

Yet, the very belated discovery of certain legitimacies carries in itself an attestation. The
strength of making a stand against the agents of power or daring to support ideas that contradict
the dominant tendencies at a certain moment in time must have its origins in an intimate
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legitimacy – that special type of legitimacy which dispenses with fleeting acknowledgements
and allows itself to challenge and defy acknowledged legitimacies.

This may well have been the legitimacy assumed by a martyr like Giordano Bruno, by a
moral reformer like J.J. Rousseau, by a number of artistic reformers like Baudelaire or Rimbaud,
or by any authentic pioneer whose true value only posterity will have recognised.

However, legitimacy does not only belong to exceptional people, nor is it the privilege of
intellectual, artistic or political elites; it can also belong to common people (in the sense of
them lacking such ambitions). I would only like to draw attention to the existence of an
anonymous legitimacy happy to remain internalised, keeping itself to the intimate realms of
conscience, without that eagerness for public recognition, least of all to such authority.

I have talked about the subjects of this legitimacy as if these were some common people:
this does not mean to say that I confuse them for the masses, the mob. By comparison to the
uneducated masses largely indifferent to anything going beyond material interests, these people
are by no means common, they are truly special. Their autonomy of thinking is undiminished
by their anonymity and they have a civic conscience capable of scrutinising and evaluating
the politicians’ public performance. Nor do they lack basic artistic competence. Without creative
capacities or pretences, they are able to enjoy and understand the creators’ productions. They
are the authentic respondents to authentic legitimation, that is, of that particular legitimation
whose origins lie in such a genuine legitimating act. It is them that it addresses, it is them that
it takes into account (or, at least, should): both the genuine creator and the politician devoted
to the community he represents. In other words, these are – or, ought to be – the real arbiters
of legitimacy.

Even if this image seems idealised, I fail to believe that the real, social existence of this
category of people can be contested. It is up to each one of us to enrol in it, if the qualities
and competences we have at our disposal allow us to do so, and if we are capable of controlling
our instincts and narrow interests by accepting the fact that we are living under a moral horizon.

Invoking a moral horizon given today’s unleashed individualism currently risks sounding
pathetic or even false. And yet, where and how, if not in debates on legitimacy are we entitled
to invoke it?

The dominant trend in today’s social sciences – which, incidentally, corresponds to the
dominant trend in postmodern societies – is to keep “moral ideals” at arm’s length and
arduously focus on “interests”. The moral force of ideals is largely talked down. As far as I
am concerned, though, I will continue to believe that we cannot talk about legitimacy without
recognising the need for ideals and a moral horizon, i.e. the need for solidarity and
responsibility.

IV. Legitimacy and Power

At some point in this essay, I asked whether there could be a type of legitimacy that is not
subaltern to power and unconcerned to come to power. I am now in a position to provide an
answer to this question. And my answer is: Yes, there can be legitimacy where the stakes are
not reduced to seeking to dominate, least of al to seek power. And, as can be seen now, I believe
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that I can discover this type of legitimacy in a rather unexpected area. It is but the well°trodden
space of strategies aimed at achieving domination. The paradox of the socio°politicising position
is that – through a perverse effect of being blinded to evidence – it ignores the legitimacy of
those whom it haunts only to hunt. In other words, it defines legitimacy from the receptor’s
perspective, but it ignores the legitimacy of the receptors themselves.

These receptors are not merely décor background reacting to the more or less subtle
manoeuvrings made by political or interest groups’ leaders; they are the keepers of their own
legitimacy. As regards the legitimating strategies tackled by analysts, these belong to the
political, artistic or intellectual elites and not to the more or less common people to whom these
refer, and who have their own legitimating sources. Legitimating strategies are not to be
conceived as two competing types of legitimation, but rather as sources of seducing the
electorate (or, shall we say, readers).

I will not conjure the category known as “the silent majority”, since my representation is
not of the populist kind. This minority (that can vary from one context to the next) is made
up of legitimate persons – persons, that is, with a moral and civic conscience and a befitting
behaviour – that, unfortunately will only become a majority in extremely rare circumstances.
Common sense, sometimes even good taste, decency, and modesty equally qualify as the
definition of legitimacy: these qualities however do not necessarily serve the purposes of a
self°affirmative offensive strategy. Not every form of social assertion must necessarily covet
dominant positions. Not everyone holds success in life measured by the yardsticks offered by
power and domination.

One of Bourdieu’s disciples might reply here that modesty and discretion can also be
legitimating strategies. Though this may be true, I would consider this as an exaggeration, an
excess of subtlety or a theoretical hyperbole to be considered as part of some power game,
no matter how lax the definition of power would be in such a context.

When all is said and done, I still find it necessary to focus on this anonymous legitimacy
existing, in variable proportions, in any society. Of course, I look upon it as a minority yet,
an important one, forming the civil society nucleus and an arbiter too for the (already
mentioned) genuine legitimacy. This minority does not submit to being seduced and will not
be easily convinced either. The domination masks cannot evade its gaze, nor would those of
pompous, false legitimacy. Majorities fall easy prey to manoeuvrings done by this false
legitimacy regardless of their being but the irresponsible promises made by a future
president or the excessive publicity surrounding some cheap novel.

Access to power, or even the ability to remain in power, be that a leader’s or a political
party’s does not necessarily prove political legitimacy. It is here that we find the weakest link
of politicising theories.

Vaclav Havel best described this conundrum when he spoke of “the power of the
powerless”. The power of those powerless is legitimacy itself.
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NOTES

1 I am using these details provided in Vocabulaire européen des philosophes (under the direction of Barbara Cassin),
Seuil & Le Robert, Paris, 2004.

2 Collin McGinn, Ethics Evil and Fiction, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1997, p. 31.
3 We needn’t have a uniform representation of legitimacy; these principles (moral ones, in the end) may be assumed

and lived in different ways, may stress different aspects, but the important thing remains that they be assumed
and lived.

4 The two authors’ conceptions are the object of a separate analysis included in a volume that will be published in
the near future.

University of Bucharest
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